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ABSTRACT
The Web grows at a fast pace and little is known about how new content is generated. The objective of this paper is to study the dynamics of content evolution in the Web, giving answers to questions like: How much new content has evolved from the Web old content? How much of the Web content is biased by ranking algorithms of search engines? We used four snapshots of the Chilean Web containing documents of all the Chilean primary domains, crawled in four distinct periods of time. If a page in a newer snapshot has content of a page in an older snapshot, we say that the source is a parent of the new page. Our hypothesis is that when pages have parents, in a portion of pages there was a query that related the parents and made possible the creation of the new page. Thus, part of the Web content is biased by the ranking function of search engines. We also define a genealogical tree for the Web, where many pages are new and do not have parents and others have one or more parents. We present the Chilean Web genealogical tree and study its components. To the best of our knowledge this is the first paper that studies how old content is used to create new content, relating a search engine ranking algorithm with the creation of new pages.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Web grows at a fast pace and little is known about how new content is generated. At the same time, a large part of the Web is duplicated (according to different sources 4, 15, 8, 11 the percentage is between 22% and 30%). Other pages are created by using older pages, for example by querying a search engine, selecting a few highly ranked pages and copying selected paragraphs from them.

Our work is a first step to try to understand how old content is used to create new content. That is, we want to find the original sources, if any, of the content of a new page. We can say that each source is a parent of a new page and hence we can define a genealogical tree for the Web, where many pages are really new and do not have parents and others have one or more parents. So the first question is: what is the percentage of new pages that come from old pages?

In this work we state the hypothesis that when pages have parents, most of the times there was a query that related the parents and made possible for a person to create the new page. If this is the case, some Web content is biased by the ranking function of some search engine. So the second question is: how big is this bias? We give a partial answer to this question, showing that it happens in practice for our data set.

In this work we mine the Web text content and discover important data that allow us to contribute to the Web search and Web usage mining areas in the following aspects, considering our data set: i) we present strong evidences that search engine ranking algorithms bias the content of the Web; ii) we present a study about the influence of old content in new pages; and iii) we show that the number of copies from previously copied Web pages is indeed greater than the number of copies from other pages.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents important definitions and information about the Web collections used in the experiments. Section 3 presents the algorithm to detect duplicates, important to study the dynamics of the Web. Section 4 presents the algorithm and the results related to the log based Web evolution study. Section 5 presents the Web genealogical tree components and a study of the Chilean Web genealogical tree. Section 6 presents related work. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusion of our work.

2. DEFINITIONS AND WEB COLLECTIONS
In this section we present some definitions and the Web collections used in the experiments.

The definitions are the following:
Definition 1 (Minimal Number of Identical Paragraphs): It is a minimal threshold of the number of identical paragraphs to consider a new document as a partial copy of an old document.

Definition 2 (New Similar Document): It is a new document composed by at least one paragraph from an old document.

Definition 3 (Answer Set): It is the document set returned by the query processor of a search engine for a given query.

Definition 4 (Total Answer Set): It is the document set composed by the union of the answer sets of all queries of a given query log.
Definition 5 (Shingle Paragraph): It is a way for measuring the content similarity among documents, using the concept of shingles [3]. A shingle paragraph is a sequence of three sentences of the document, where a sentence is a sequence of words ended by a period. In this work we used two types of shingle paragraphs: with overlap of sentences and without overlap of sentences. As an example, suppose we have a document containing six sentences $s_1$, $s_2$, $s_3$, $s_4$, $s_5$, $s_6$, where $s_i$, $1 \leq i \leq 6$, is a sentence of the text. The shingle paragraphs with overlap of sentences are: “$s_1$, $s_2$, $s_3$”, “$s_2$, $s_3$, $s_4$”, “$s_3$, $s_4$, $s_5$”, “$s_4$, $s_5$, $s_6$”. The shingle paragraphs without overlap of sentences are: “$s_1$, $s_2$, $s_3$”, “$s_4$, $s_5$, $s_6$.”

Definition 6 (Cluster): It is a set of documents with exactly the same shingle paragraphs, without overlap of sentences. Each document in a collection is either (i) duplicate, if it belongs to a cluster, or (ii) unique, otherwise.

Definition 7 (Equivalent Documents): Two documents in two distinct Web collections are equivalent if their URLs are identical. Equivalent documents may be identical, if they have exactly the same shingle paragraphs, or different, otherwise.

Definition 8 (Document Relationship): A new document has a parent if it shares a minimal number of identical shingle paragraphs with the parent document and they are not equivalent. An old document has a child if it shares a minimal number of identical paragraphs with the child document and they are not equivalent. These definitions are recursive if more than two collections are considered. Thus, for three collections it is possible to identify grandparents and grandchildren, considering the newest and the oldest collections, respectively. Parent-child document pairs are identical if the documents have exactly the same shingle paragraphs, or different, otherwise.

Definition 9 (Orphan and Sterile Documents): A new document is orphan if it does not have an equivalent document or a parent document in the old collection. An old document is sterile if it does not have an equivalent document or a child document in the new collection.

For the experiments we used four collections of pages of the Chilean Web that were crawled in four distinct periods of time. Table 1 presents the main characteristics of the four collections. Each collection was crawled by the Web search engine TodoCL. In each crawl, the complete list of the Chilean Web primary domains were used to start the crawling, guaranteeing that a set of pages under each Chilean domain (.cl) was crawled, once the crawls were pruned by depth. Once we used accurate and representative subsets of the Web, we also had accurate and representative samples of the Web for experimentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Col.</th>
<th>Crawling date</th>
<th># of docs</th>
<th>Size (Gbytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Jul 2002</td>
<td>891,707</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Aug 2003</td>
<td>2,862,126</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Feb 2004</td>
<td>2,796,749</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Jan 2005</td>
<td>2,883,455</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 www.todo.cl

3. DUPLICATE DETECTION

Once we are comparing the content of distinct Web collections we need to detect duplicate documents to avoid false matches in the experiments. In this section we present the algorithm to find duplicate documents in our Web collections. The algorithm works by clustering duplicate documents [8]. Once our collections are not large, the algorithm uses the whole text of the documents for comparison and does not associate a fingerprint to the documents, improving the precision of the results.

The comparison step of the algorithm uses shingle paragraphs without overlap of sentences (see Definition 5). Collection $C$ (with $n$ documents) is divided into $m$ subcollections $S_i$, $0 \leq i < m$. The algorithm runs in $m$ steps. For each subcollection $S_i$, $0 \leq i < m$, the shingles of the documents in $S_i$ are first inserted into a hash table.

Next, the shingles of $C$ are searched in the hash table. A duplicate is detected if all shingles of a document in $C$ have a match in a document of $S_i$ and both documents have the same number of shingles. At the end of each iteration $i$, the subcollection $S_i$ is excluded from $C$ ($C = C - S_i$).

For each new duplicate pair found, a new cluster (see Definition 6) is created and the duplicate pair is inserted into the new cluster. For that, a cluster identifier is associated to each document. If one of the documents of the pair was previously inserted into a given cluster, then the other document of the pair is inserted into this cluster. At the end, the algorithm returns a set of clusters, each cluster containing a list of duplicated documents.

Figure 1 illustrates the main steps of the algorithm using a sample test collection $C$ containing $n = 20$ documents. In the example, collection $C$ is divided into $m = 10$ subcollections, each containing 2 documents. Sentences in each document are represented by letters, as shown in documents 1, 2, 19 and 20. Every document contains four shingle sentences (for instance, document 1 has the shingles “a. d. a.”, “b. b. b.”, “c. c. c.”, “d. d. d.”).

Following Figure 1, in the first iteration the documents 1 and 2 (from subcollection $S_0$) are inserted into the hash table. Next, the shingles of the documents of $C$ (documents 1 to 20) are searched in the hash table. Therefore, it is possible to see that document 19 is a duplicate of document 2. In the second iteration, documents 3 and 4 (from subcollection $S_1$) are inserted into the hash table and the shingles of the documents of collection $C$ (documents 3 to 20) are searched in the hash table. Next iterations occur similarly.

Using this algorithm, false matches occur when two documents have the same number of identical shingle paragraphs, but with some repeated shingle. For example, suppose that the document 3 in Figure 1 has the following sentences: “e. e. d. d. d. d. e. e. e. e. e. e. d. d. d.” (the shingles are “e. e. e.”, “d. d. d.”, “e. e. e.” and “d. d. d.”). Since every shingle of the document 3 is found in the hash table for the document 2, they are considered duplicates. As this situation seems to occur with a very small probability, the percentage results are not biased by false matches.

4. LOG BASED CONTENT EVOLUTION

In this section we present the algorithm and the experiments related to the log based content evolution. The hypothesis is that people search, then cut pieces of the main results, paste together, add some content, and republish the
new document. Section 4.1 presents a description of the algorithm used. Section 4.2 presents the setup procedure to perform the experiments. Section 4.3 presents the experiments and results on the log based content evolution, providing many evidences toward the consistency of the hypothesis.

4.1 Algorithm Description

In this section we describe the algorithm to study the evolution of the Web content, based on logs. The algorithm is composed by two stages. The objective of the first stage is to find new similar documents (see Definition 2). The objective of the second stage is to filter the new similar documents found in the first stage to find, with a high probability, new documents with content of old documents returned by queries. The two stages are described in the next sections.

4.1.1 Finding New Similar Documents

We use Figure 2 as an example to explain the method to find new similar documents, with the purpose of finding candidates to be filtered in the second stage of the algorithm. For this, we consider pairs of old–new Web collections, referring to the older collection as \( \text{old} (O) \) and the more recent collection as \( \text{new} (N) \). We explain the method dividing it into three main steps.

Firstly, a set \( Q \) of queries (a query log) is used to simulate a user performing a query on the search engine. The query processor of the search engine TodoCL is used as the ranking function and applied to each query and to the old collection. An answer set \( A_i \) (see Definition 3) is returned for each query performed. In the example of Figure 2 the ranking function returns the documents 3 and 7 for the query 1 and the documents 13 and 17 for the query 2. The content of these documents are shown in the figure.

Secondly, every document from the total answer set \( T \) (see Definition 4) has its shingle paragraphs extracted and inserted into the hash table. We use shingle paragraphs with overlap of sentences (see Definition 5). With the purpose of comparison, shingles are normally used in samples, as a randomized technique, what allows false positives. In this work we consider all the shingle paragraphs of the documents, with the advantage of improving the precision.

Thirdly, every document from the new collection \( N \) has its shingle paragraphs searched in the hash table. A new similar document is detected when at least one shingle of the new document is found in the hash table. While new documents are compared a table is constructed containing important data for the next stage: the new similar document identifier, the old document identifier, and the query identifier. In the example of Figure 2 the new collection has 20 documents (documents 1, 2 and 20 are shown). Document 1 is a new similar document, since one or more shingles of this document is found in the hash table. Document 1 has shingle paragraphs from documents 3, 7, 13 and 17. Document 2 also is a new similar document.

An important goal of this algorithm stage is the possibility of repeating the search engine operation in a given period of time. We are able to repeat what had been done in the past by users of the search engine TodoCL, recovering the same Web documents which they recovered on that period of time. It is possible because:

- We know (with a good approximation) the periods of time that every collection was indexed and used in the search engine (see Table 1). No other collection was used in the TodoCL search engine between July, 2002 and January, 2005.
- We used the same query processor used by the search engine in each period of time between every collection pair.
- We used the most frequent performed queries, aiming to increase the probability of finding a query used for copying by at least one of the users that performed that query in the past.

4.1.2 Filtering New Similar Documents

At this stage the new similar documents found in the first stage are filtered. Besides the data returned from the previous stage, the conditions to filter also use data about duplicates returned by the duplicate detection algorithm (see Section 3), and data with the URLs of the documents for every collection. The conditions are the following:

1. Consider a minimal number of identical paragraphs.
   - We studied six minimal values: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and
15,000 top queries. For every query log these 15,000 queries their frequencies, eliminated the top 1,000 queries (they are it to compose a new document. We sorted the queries by query, it is more probable that one of the users has done frequent queries because once more users performed that query before composing the new document. This situation cannot be captured by our algorithm. If we considered this situation, we could not infer that the user reached that page because she previously performed the query in the search engine.

2. The new document must be composed by pieces of two old documents returned by the same query. It is intuitive that, in many cases, if the new document has some content of documents returned by the same query, a user might be performed that query before composing the new document. We think that in many cases a user performed a query and used only one query result to compose a new page. This situation cannot be captured by our algorithm. If we considered this situation, we could not infer that the user reached that page because she previously performed the query in the search engine.

3. The new document must contain at least two distinct shingle paragraphs from each old document, guaranteeing that the old content used in the new document is not the same among each of the two old documents.

4. The new document URL cannot exist in the old collection. This condition represents a strong evidence that the new document content was not published in the old collection, improving the precision of the results.

5. Once a new document match all conditions, any duplicate of this document cannot be considered as a new match. With this condition we eliminate duplicates on the new documents.

6. Once two old documents match all conditions, any duplicate of one of these old documents cannot be considered as a new match. For example, consider that two old documents A and B are used to compose a new document. If latter B and C are candidates to compose another new document and, if C is a duplicate of A, the new match is not considered. With this condition we eliminate duplicates on the old documents.

Notice that with all these conditions we may filter many false negatives. For example, maybe a document with an old URL has a new content copied from old documents (see condition 4 above). Maybe a user really used queries to find documents to copy but the user copied only few shingle paragraphs (see condition 1). Maybe a user used only one document returned from a query to compose the new document (see conditions 2 and 3). We do not regard with these situations. We are concerned in reducing as many as possible the false matches, i.e., to avoid finding a new document that was not composed because a user performed a query.

### 4.2 Experimental Setup

In the experiments we used sets of the most frequent queries performed in a given period. We selected the most frequent queries because once more users performed that query, it is more probable that one of the users has done it to compose a new document. We sorted the queries by their frequencies, eliminated the top 1,000 queries (they are many times navigational or related to sex) and considered 15,000 top queries. For every query log these 15,000 queries represent approximately 14% of the user requisitions in the search engine.

Table 2 presents the meta data related to the three query logs used. In some experiments we manipulated this log, as we present in Section 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Log Period</th>
<th>Most freq.</th>
<th>Least freq.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Aug/02 – Jan/03</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Sep/03 – Dec/03</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Feb/04 – Jan/05</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The considered log periods are related to the period that the collections presented in Table 1 had been used as data in the search engine. We did not consider one month of log before and after each crawl, since we are not sure when the new database was indexed and refreshed in the operating search engine. For example, the collection 2002 was crawled in July, 2002 and the collection 2003 was crawled in August, 2003. The query log 2002 considers the period between August, 2002 and June, 2003.

### 4.3 Experimental Results

This section presents the experimental results related to the log based content evolution study. The experiments are in general based on the following criteria: compare the number of documents returned by the algorithm of Figure 2 that obey all the six conditions shown in Section 4.2, using: (i) the real log for a given period, and (ii) a log of another period. For example, if we use the collection pair 2003–2004 as data set, in the situation (i) above we would use the query log 2003 shown in Table 2. One of the query logs 2002 and 2004 could be used for the situation (ii). To support our hypothesis, more documents might be returned for the situation (ii), that simulates real query requisitions between 2003 and 2004.

In general, our collections have been crawled in a very distant period one from another. Table 1 in Section 2 presented the period of each crawl. From collection 2002 to 2003, there is an interval of 13 months, equivalently from collection 2004 to 2005. The period from collection 2003 to 2004 is the shortest: six months.

In order to choose the collection pair to be used in the experiments we observed the average lifespan of Web documents. The lifespan of a document is the difference between the date that it was deleted and the date that it was created [5]. Jungho Cho [9] found that the average lifespan of Web documents is between 60 and 240 days, considering a sample of 720,000 documents from popular sites. Brewington et al. [2] found that the average lifespan is approximately 140 days for a data set of 800 million documents. Other works [14, 10, 6] present similar values, also considering other measures further average lifespan.

If we choose an old-new collection pair crawled 390 days longer one apart from another, it is probable that many new documents composed using old documents are no more detected in the new collection, due to the lifespan of the new document. For this reason we choose the collection pair 2003–2004 as old and new collections for the first experiment set.

We realized three experiment sets using the collections,
logs and algorithm referred to in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Our first experiment set consists of using the three frequent query logs presented in Table 2 for the collection pair 2003–2004, using the algorithm of Figure 2. For instance, our hypothesis is that some users performed queries in collection 2003 for composing new documents, published in collection 2004.

Figure 3 presents three curves for the query logs 2002, 2003 and 2004, from 5 to 30 minimal number of identical paragraphs. For the query log 2003 the algorithm returned much more documents than for the other logs for any minimal number of identical paragraphs considered. It is an evidence toward the consistency of our hypothesis.

According to Figure 3, the use of the query logs 2002 and 2004 also returned some new documents. More documents are returned using the query log 2004 than the query log 2002. We highlight some possible reasons for this figure:

- It is possible that the query log 2004 has more similar queries to the query log 2003 than to the query log 2002.
- It is possible that queries which returned new documents with the query log 2004 were not in the set of the 15,000 frequent queries considered in the query log 2003, but occurred in another part of the query log 2003.
- It is possible that some documents returned with the query log 2004 (or also with the query log 2002) was composed by old documents returned in two or more different queries performed by the user in a session.
- It is possible that the old documents were returned together by other queries in another search engine.

Figure 4 shows the gain for using the query log 2003 in relation to the other query logs. The gain consists in the percentage of how much better the query log 2003 was in relation to the query logs 2002 and 2004 for different minimal number of identical paragraphs. For the query log 2004 the gain is most of the times higher than 50%, reaching 75% when the minimal number of identical paragraphs is 10. For the query log 2002 the gain is very high, reaching 253% when the minimal number of identical paragraphs is 30.

In the second experiment set we used parts of the logs shown in Table 2. We divided the query logs 2002 and 2004 into five bimonthly logs. For example, in log 2004 we considered the months February and March as being the bimonthly log 1, the months April and May as being the bimonthly log 2, and so on, until the months October and November as being the bimonthly log 5. We preferred not to use the remaining month in the log, December, since this log would have queries with about half of the frequency of the bimonthly logs, what probably would bias the results.

For each bimonthly log we sorted the queries by their frequencies, eliminated the top 1,000 queries and considered the 5,000 top queries. We used less queries than the previous logs (in which we used 15,000 queries) because now the period is shorter (two months) and we are not interested in less frequent queries. Table 3 presents information about the bimonthly logs. The average values considered in the table are related to the five bimonthly logs used for each year.

- It is possible that some users performed queries in collection 2003 for composing new documents, published in collection 2004.

Figure 5 presents the number of documents returned when the five 2002 bimonthly logs are used for the collection pair 2002–2003. Bimonthly log 5 is the most recent bimonthly log and bimonthly log 1 is the oldest bimonthly log.

According to Figure 5, the most recent bimonthly logs returned more documents than older bimonthly logs. This would be expected, considering that many documents composed by documents returned by queries in the oldest bimonthly logs do not exist any more in collection 2003, due to the lifespan of the documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Col.</th>
<th>Log Period</th>
<th>Average most freq.</th>
<th>Average least freq.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Aug/02 – May/03</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Feb/04 – Nov/04</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 presents the gain for using the bimonthly log 5 in relation to the bimonthly log 1 for different minimal number...
of identical paragraphs. The gain is greater than or equal to 100% for the minimal number of identical paragraphs greater than five.

Figure 5: Bimonthly logs from query log 2002, used for the collection pair 2002–2003.

Figure 6: Percentage gain from bimonthly log 5 to bimonthly log 1 (query log 2002) for the collection pair 2002–2003.

Figure 7: Bimonthly logs from query log 2004, used for the collection pair 2004–2005.

Figure 8: Bimonthly logs 4 and 5 from query logs 2002 and 2004 used for the collection pair 2002–2003.

Figure 9: Bimonthly logs 4 and 5 from query logs 2002 and 2004 used for the collection pair 2002–2003.

Figure 8 presents the number of documents returned when the bimonthly logs 4 and 5 from 2002 and 2004 are used, considering the collection pair 2002–2003. When the real data is used (logs 2002) the result is substantially better.

Figure 9 presents the number of documents returned when bimonthly logs 4 and 5 from query logs 2002 and 2004 are used, considering the collection pair 2004–2005. The comparison of the two curves provides another evidence toward the consistency of our hypothesis.

As a conclusion, we have presented strong evidences that the stated hypothesis is true, in distinct ways, for our data set. We discard the possibility that all the results found and shown in this section are coincidences.

5. GENEALOGICAL TREES

A genealogical tree for the Web represents a portion of the content of old documents that occurs in new documents. This section is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the components of genealogical trees. Section 5.2 presents our algorithm to find the genealogical tree. Section 5.3 presents
the genealogical tree for the Chilean Web, using distinct old–new collection pairs.

### 5.1 Genealogical Tree Components

In this section we define the components of genealogical trees for the Web. These components represent data that can be discovered and used to reflect how content copies are made over a set of Web collections crawled in distinct periods. The components are the following:

1. An old and a new collection.
2. The set of equivalent documents in an old–new collection pair (see Definition 7). It is possible to identify the following subsets:
   - (a) Duplicate or unique equivalent documents in both old and new collections.
   - (b) Identical or different equivalent documents.
3. The set of parents in a collection (see Definition 8). If three or four collections are considered, it is possible to find the grandparents and great-grandparents. It is possible to identify the following subset: duplicate or unique parent documents.
4. The set of children in a collection (see Definition 8). If three or four collections are considered, it is possible to find the grandchildren and great-grandchildren. It is possible to identify the following subsets:
   - (a) Duplicate or unique children documents.
   - (b) Identical or different children documents, in relation to the parent of each document.
5. The set of orphan new documents (see Definition 9). It is possible to identify the following subset: duplicate or unique orphan documents.
6. The set of sterile old documents (see Definition 9). It is possible to identify the following subset: duplicate or unique sterile documents.

Figure 10 presents an example of these components for an old–new collection pair. The old collection is represented on the left side of the figure (documents one to five) and the new collection on the right side (documents six to ten). Each document has an identifier, an URL and a textual content. Sentences in the content are represented by letters, separated by periods. The example does not consider duplicate or unique documents.

![Figure 10: Example of genealogical tree components.](image)

According to Figure 10, document six is equivalent and identical (component 2.b above) to document one. Document seven is equivalent and different (component 2.a) to document two. Documents three and four are parents (component 3) of documents in the new collection. Document five is sterile (component 6). Document eight is an identical child from document three (component 4.b). Document nine is a different child from document four (component 4.b) and finally, document ten is an orphan document (component 5).

### 5.2 Algorithm Description

In this section we describe our algorithm to study the genealogical tree for the Web. Similarly to the algorithm presented in Section 4.1, this algorithm is composed by two stages. The objective of the first stage is to find new similar documents (see Definition 2). The objective of the second stage is to select and classify the old and new documents according to the components presented in the previous section.

The first stage of the algorithm consists of randomly selecting a sample of old documents (from an old collection $O$), inserting their shingles into a hash table, and searching for the shingles of each new document (from a new collection $N$) in the hash table.

![Figure 11: Second stage of the algorithm.](image)

Figure 11 presents the second stage of the algorithm. $N_i$ is the new similar document and $O_j$ is the correspondent old document with some similarity with $N_i$. $\minNum$ is the minimal number of identical paragraphs.

The algorithm of Figure 11 initially filter the new similar documents with the minimal number of identical paragraphs equals to 10. This condition is applied to eliminate false matches, since we manually verified that many old–new document pairs with short overlap have only formatting in
For each document pair \((N_i, O_j)\)
1. If minNum > 10
2. If it is the first time that \(O_j\) is a parent and \(N_i\) URL is found in the new collection
3. Increment the number of equivalents;
4. Else
5. If it is the first time that \(N_i\) or a duplicate of \(N_i\) is a child
6. Increment the number of children;
7. Classify the child as identical or different, and duplicate or unique;
8. If it is the first time that \(O_j\) is a parent
9. Increment the number of parents;
10. The algorithm verifies if \(O_j\) is found in the new collection

Figure 11: The second stage of the algorithm to study genealogical trees for the Web.

The algorithm continues by verifying if \(O_j\) is found in the new collection, in step 3. If it is found, the number of equivalent documents is incremented. If it is not the first occurrence of \(O_j\), it is not searched again.

After verifying if the documents are equivalent, the algorithm verifies if \(N_i\) is a child of \(O_j\). The condition represented in step 6 of the algorithm is a way of eliminating duplicates of the new collection. Consider that a document \(A\) has thousands of duplicates in both collections old and new. It is probable that if we randomly choose about 5% of the old collection, one of the duplicates of \(A\) will be chosen. If we allow duplicates in the new collection, every duplicate of \(A\) in the new collection will be considered as a child, introducing noises in the results.

Finally, if condition 6 is true, \(N_i\) is a child of \(O_j\). The child is classified and the number of parents is incremented, what happen only if \(N_i\) is the first child of \(O_j\).

5.3 Chilean Web Genealogical Tree

We study the genealogical tree for the Chilean Web by randomly choosing documents from collections 2002, 2003 and 2004 and observing the occurrence of parts of these documents in the most recent collections. Table 4 presents the number of parents in collection 2002 that generate children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren, respectively in collections 2003, 2004 and 2005. The random sample contains 120,000 documents from collections 2002 and 2003.

Table 4: Number of equivalent documents and parents in collection 2002 that generated descendants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of parents</td>
<td>5,859</td>
<td>4,887</td>
<td>4,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of children</td>
<td>13,490</td>
<td>8,907</td>
<td>9,711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of equivalents</td>
<td>13,882</td>
<td>10,721</td>
<td>6,841</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 4, 5,859 documents of the collection 2002 are parents of 13,490 documents in the collection 2003 for the sample considered. We see that 8,907 documents in the collection 2004 are grandchildren of documents in the collection 2002, and that 9,711 documents in the collection 2005 are great-grandchildren of documents in the collection 2002.


Table 5: Number of equivalent documents and parents in collection 2003 that generated descendants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of parents</td>
<td>5,328</td>
<td>5,038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of children</td>
<td>33,234</td>
<td>29,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of equivalents</td>
<td>19,268</td>
<td>10,495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The collection 2003 generated much more children than collection 2002. We suppose that it occurs because the Chilean Web of 2002 was not crawled in a great portion. Thus, many documents in the most recent collections were composed by documents present in the Web in 2002 but not existent in the collection 2002.

Observing Tables 4 and 5 we see that the number of children is always considerably greater than the number of parents. For the collection pair 2003–2004 there are, on average, more than six children for each parent. Thus, few documents are copied many times, so the number of sterile documents is indeed smaller than the number of orphan documents.

Now we observe the evolution of the number of children and the number of equivalent documents in these years. From collection pair 2003–2004 to collection pair 2003–2005 the number of children reduced only 12.5%, while the number of equivalent documents reduced 45.5%. From collection pair 2002–2004 to collection pair 2002–2005 the number of children increased.

We conclude that the number of copies from previously copied documents is indeed greater than the number of documents copied from random old documents. An open question is: do the search engines contribute to this situation, since they privilege popular documents [7, 1] and people use search engine to compose new documents (according to the evidences previously presented in this paper)?

Now we study the characteristics of parent and child documents. According to Definition 8, each parent–child document pair is either identical or different. According to Definition 6, each document in a collection is either duplicate or unique. Thus, we are able to classify parent and child documents according to the following four characteristics: different and duplicate; different and unique; identical and duplicate; and identical and unique.

Figure 12 presents the classifications for each collection pair considered in Tables 4 and 5. The figure is divided into sets of double bars. Each double bar represents information of parent–child pairs of an old–new collection pair. The first bar of each double bar represents the parents characteristics, in relation to the old collection. The second bar of each double bar represents the children characteristics, in relation to the old collection.

For instance, consider the first double bar in Figure 12, that represents the characteristics of the collection pair 2002–2003. Observing the first bar, we see that about 36% of the
parents in collection 2002, existent in the parent–child document pairs, are different and duplicate. About 47% (that is, about 83% less 36%) are different and unique. Thus, about 83% are different and about 17% are identical. Observing the second bar, we see that about 7% of the children are identical and unique.

Notice that as the number of children is greater than the number of parents (see Tables 4 and 5), the percentage of parents in the old collection (the first bars of the double bars in Figure 12) considers repeated parent documents.

According to Figure 12, much more different parents (or children) are found in relation to identical parents (or children). It means that most of the copies are partial, and copies of the entire document are not very common.

Comparing the unique and duplicate parents in Figure 12, we see that most parents are unique. It means that unique documents are more often copied than duplicate documents.

Considering that we eliminated duplicates (see Section 5.2), the duplicate documents are only the original duplicated documents. On average for the four collections, there are about 4.3 unique documents for each original duplicated document. Thus, in proportion, the number of duplicate parents (and children) is greater than the number of unique parents (and children). It means that, in proportion, duplicate documents are more copied than unique documents.

Analyzing only the identical pairs, in every collection pair the number of duplicate parents (in the first bar) is shorter than the number of duplicate children (in the second bar). More than this, most of the identical parents are unique, but most of the identical children are duplicate. We believe that it occurs because a portion of the parents is already existent in the new collection. If a child has an identical document in the collection (its parent), it is classified as duplicate.

Analyzing only the different pairs in Figure 12, for every collection pair, most parents are unique. With exception of the collection pair 2003–2005, the number of unique children is greater than the number of unique parents.

Now we study the characteristics of the equivalent documents. Equivalent documents are also classified according to the following characteristics (see Definitions 6 and 10): different and duplicate; different and unique; identical and duplicate; and identical and unique. Figure 13 presents the classifications for the collection pair studied so far. The figure is divided into sets of double bars. Each double bar represents information of a collection pair. The first bar of each double bar represents the characteristics of equivalent documents in the old collection. The second bar of each double bar represents the characteristics of equivalent documents in the new collection.

According to Figure 13, the number of identical equivalents is much greater than the number of different equivalents. Other works also showed that modifications in the Web occur in a minor fraction of the documents [14, 13].

Now we observe the bars of Figure 13 throughout time, i.e., the differences from collection pair 2002–2003 to collection pairs 2002–2004 and 2002–2005, and the differences from collection pair 2003–2004 to 2003–2005. We see that the number of duplicate old equivalents (black and lined inner bars) increases, but the number of duplicate new equivalents remains stable or decreases. The reason is that, as time goes by, the duplicates of the equivalent documents die and the last duplicate document is found as an unique document.

The number of different equivalents also increases, in relation to the number of identical equivalents. It occurs because documents that have changes tend to have a longer lifespan.

6. RELATED WORK

In this section we present work related to the dynamics of the Web. Ntoulas, Cho and Olston [14] crawled all pages from 154 sites on a weekly basis, in a period of one year, studying some aspects of the Web evolution, such as birth, death, and replacement of documents. They found that every week 8% of the pages are replaced and about 25% new links are created. From the pages that do not disappear over time, about half do not change at all even after one year. Additionally, those that do change, undergo only minor changes in their content: even after a whole year 50% of the changed pages are less than 5% different from their initial version. In a similar work using the same data set,
Ntoulas et al. [13] found that after a year, about 60% of the documents and 80% of the links on the Web are replaced. Cho and Roy [7] studied how much impact search engines have on the popularity evolution of Web documents. Given that search engines currently return popular documents at the top of search results, they showed that newly created documents are penalized because these documents are not very well known yet. Baeza-Yates, Castillo and Saint-Jean [1] also showed that Pagerank is biased against new documents, beside obtaining information on how recency is related with Web structure.

Researches that show that Pagerank is biased against new pages works as a complement for our research, in the sense we show that ranking algorithms bias the content of the Web. From the perspective of a search engine user, the Web does not evolve too much, considering that the new content is, in a great part, composed by the content of old popular documents.

Mitzenmacher [12] introduced a dynamic generative user model to explain the behavior of file size distributions (not only Web text documents). He demonstrated that files that are copied or modified are more likely to be copied or modified subsequently.

Our work differs from the above mentioned papers in three main aspects: i) we aim to associate the search engine ranking algorithms with the Web content evolution; ii) we study how old content is used to create new content in new documents; and iii) we study the relation of duplicate and unique documents with the evolution of the Web content throughout the years.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that a significant portion of the Web content has evolved from old content, for our data set. We have also shown that this portion is biased in part by the ranking algorithm of Web search engines, as people use a query to select several sources to apply a cut and paste to create part or all the content of a new page.

Additionally, we have shown that the number of copies from previously copied Web pages is indeed greater than the number of copies from other pages. An open question is: do the search engines contribute to this situation, since they privilege popular documents and people use search engine to compose new documents? If the answer is true, search engines contribute for the Web does not evolve too much.

For future work we will study new heuristics to find other parts of the genealogical tree. For example, it is possible that some pages can be identified by unique shingles that have been copied (something similar to genetic markers for biological mining, as in the Genographic project\(^2\)). We also want to study the structure of the genealogical tree to find frequent patterns that can help to understand better the evolution of Web content.
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